PRESS
INFO

NON-SKIING
ACTIVITIES
OLYMPIC BOBSLEIGH TRACK

COLORADO PARK

The resort’s star activity since the 1992 Albertville Olympic Games, the icy 1.5 km
descent has a total of 19 bends.

Colorado Park at Plagne Centre is the
spot for tobogganing enthusiasts.
Created on what used to be a red run,
its bends, slopes and tunnels are really
fun. A great idea is to challenge your
friends. You can decide who wins: the
first one down or the first one to fall!

UNIQUE IN FRANCE!

TOBOGGAN RUN

Every winter, around 12 000 tourists live the thrilling experience of an après-ski
descent in one of the 3 machines available to the general public.
80% of clients try the Bob Raft, the least daunting experience
ENGIN

CAPACITY

SPEED

HEIGHT /
AGE

PRICE

4 people

80km /h

1,30m

45€

1 person

90km /h

Min. age
16

109€

3 people
+ 1 pilot

120km /h

Min. age
16

122€

BOB RAFT

Self-steering & self-braking,
ideal for a first experience,
the most accessible

SPEED LUGE

Half-sitting,
held-lying feet first

BOB RACING

The closest sensations
to a real competition descent

Infos pratiques
Open 19/12/2018 - 5/04/2019
+33 (0)4 79 08 82 23
bobsleigh.net

THE ICE TOWER
AN ORIGINAL CONCEPT
The steel structure covered with wood
and ice in Champagny en Vanoise is
accessible to all levels from beginner
to expert. The central pillar and the 2

lateral legs offer a variety of gradients
for climbing up its 22 m height. 2
beginner sessions of 2hrs are organised
every week (min. age 10).
Practical info
Accessible by car. Open mid-December
2017 to mid-March 2018.
+33 (0)4 79 55 06 55 / laplagne.com

Practical info
1.5 km long, min. height 1.40m, 7€ per
descent (5 descent card = 30€).

ESCAPE GAME

An activity that is extending its appeal
every winter, with electric fatbikes
(mountain bikes with extra wide tyres)
available this winter so even more people
can try either downhill riding or touring.
The activity takes place after the slopes
close and is supervised by an instructor:

Ben Valentin, a former freestyle ski
champion from La Plagne and an avid
fan of Escape Games, is setting up 2
escape game rooms in Plagne Bellecôte
as a family venture: an exclusivity in the
Tarentaise valley! In teams of 2 to 6
people, participants have 1hr to escape
by advancing through the plot and
solving puzzles. One of the rooms will
be family-friendly while the other is
more thrilling.

SNOW MTB

/ Touring on the trails from Plagne
Centre or Belle-Plagne down to La
Roche. 49€ per person, includes return
transfer. Min. age 13 +33 (0)4 79 09 11
62 / elpro.fr

Yetis are the new fashionable pet, but
to adopt one you have to find it first!
Luckily, participants can count on help
from a guidebook and old Émile, a
specialist in local fauna.

ALTERNATIVE SNOW
ACTIVITIES
Plagne Montalbert has a variety of snow
activities to try, including:

LA PLAGNE ZIPWIRES
La Plagne has two types of zipwires:
/ The "Supertyro", where the gradient
is twice as steep as usual, going from
Plagne Aime 2000 down to Plagne
Centre. You can even keep your skis
with you as you go down the 16%
gradient with 140m void beneath your
feet. We love: the unobstructed view
of Mont Blanc and the whole valley.
Speed: 80-90km/hr, duration: 30 - 40
seconds,
20€ per person, min. weight 40kg, max.
weight 100kg.
/ Zipwire cascade, a series of zipwires
that zig-zag between the trees from
Belle Plagne down to Plagne Bellecôte.
The whole 2 km course has 14 different
elements including 9 zipwires, the last
one starting with a 9m base jump.
Min. age 13, 1hr30, 3 evenings/ week,
29€ per person.

“The Mont Saint Jacques Bunker”
Min. age 16

AIRBOARD
A snow bodyboard, going down headfirst.
1 hr descents are supervised and
organised after the slopes close in Plagne
Montalbert

In a post-apocalyptic world, there are
only a few survivors and safe refuges.
A signal offers hope of a way out, but
where does it lead?

Min. age 16, 27€ per person, 1hr
descent. esf-montalbert.fr

Accessible in French and English.
On-line reservations: escape2rooms.fr
20€ to 38€ / pers

YOONER
A new form of sledging for a really fun
descent.
15€ per person, esf-montalbert.fr
SNOWBIKE
A kind of mountain bike with skis instead
of wheels!
From 45€ for 1 hour, evolution2montchavin.com
SNAKEGLISS
Sitting down with your feet in the
footholds, off you go for a crazy descent.
Min. age 7, 25€ per person,
www.snake-gliss.com

JAGUAR LAND ROVER
EXPERIENCES
La Plagne’s partner, Jaguar Land Rover,
has moved in to the resort and is
proposing a range of activities in both
winter and summer. From the Fun Zone
to the JLR Experience for 11-17 year
olds, adults and children can get behind
the wheel and try driving on snow or
off road.
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“Hunting the Chuppa Yeti”
Min. age 8

Séverine GONTHIER
et Claire DELVAL

ALSO…
-Dog sledding,
-Snowshoeing or Nordic walking
-Ski Joëring (skiing behind a horse)
-Paragliding
-Tours of local heritage sites
-Ice rink
-Swimming pools & spa

+33 (0)6 74 23 41 08
+33 (0)4 79 09 99 39/38

presse@la-plagne.com
@LaPlagnePR
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